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Instructions

2. Lock the wheels.

Please note, sometimes the Hulasol 
may not open properly because the 
hinges are locked at the top. Release 
them gently by pushing up from the 
bottom.

4. Lift both hinges out of the holder. 
The Hulasol will rotate and open.

3. Lift the holder and simultaneously 
rotate a few times anti-clockwise.

1. Remove the Hulasol cover

5. Allow the Hulasol to open into a 
semi-circular ring. Ensure that the 
area around the Hulasol is clear of any 
obstacles.
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6B. with 1 person: Place the other end 
of the tool, equipped with a silicon 
protector, over the hinge.

6B. with 1 person: Move to the other 
end and raise the half ring frame into 
a horizontal position.

6B. with 1 person: Use the tool sup-
plied with the Hulasol. Hook one end 
of the tool into the top of the central 
pole.

6A. with 2 people: Each raise half a 
ring into a horizontal position.

7. Lock both hinges by pressing down 
the red catches.

6B. with 1 person: Release the tool.
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8. Pull the sliding block down until it 
clicks and release. The Hulasol will 
automatically adjust to the correct 
height.

9. Slide holder up until it meets the 
sliding block.
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2. Use your other hand to insert the 
Allen key into the bolt.

1. Push the button into the pole and 
keep it in position.

4. Push the bolt into the pole using 
the Allen key to secure its position 
and release.

3. Rotate the Allen key clockwise to 
adjust the height of the Hulasol or to 
increase the canvas tension.

Optional: Adjust the height of the Hulasol / tensioning the canvas
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5. Push the red catches up to unlock 
them.

4. Once you hear a “click” the Hulasol 
will be fixed in its end position.

3. Pull the Hulasol down with the 
sliding block, to its end position.

6. Collapse the Hulasol into 2 half ring 
frames.

1. Release and slide down the Hulasol 
holder.

2. Position the holder onto the 4 pins.

Instructions
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9. Rotate the Hulasol into its locked 
position. 

10. Place the cover over the Hulasol.

8. Lift the hinges into the holder.7. Rotate the Hulasol clockwise a few 
times.
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DO’s & DONT’s

MAINTENANCE

• Always apply the brake to the wheels when the Hulasol is left unsupervised.

• Do not open the Hulasol in windy weather (maximum 2 Beaufort).

• Close the Hulasol if it gets windy (maximum 4 Beaufort).

• Never place the cover on the Hulasol when it is wet. 

• Unplug the 230V plug before connecting/releasing other connectors. 

• Cover the connectors with the protective hoods to prevent ingress of water or dust.   

• Canvas 
Clean the Hulasol canvas and cover using lukewarm water and a PH-neutral mild 
detergent. Wipe carefully using a soft brush. Never use a high pressure washer to 
clean the Hulasol.

• Central mast an base 
Wipe clean with a soft damp cloth.
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